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ABSTRACT: 

 Actin filaments are key components of the cytoskeleton, and their assembly into various complex tridimensional 
networks serves as an internal architecture for eukaryotic cells. The fast dynamics of these polymeric networks enable 
cells to exert forces in order to change their shape, move, and divide themselves.  

Our team studies the physical and molecular rules regulating actin assembly into different 
networks. To that end, we develop diverse techniques in order to understand how actin-
regulating proteins cooperate with actin in a complex environment. We mostly use in vitro 
approaches, using purified proteins or cellular protein extracts, combined with top-end 
fluorescence imaging techniques. For example, the image on the right represents the 
nucleation and branching of individual actin filaments by the Arp2/3 complex. 

How cells organize their interior is one of the central questions in biology. The objective 
of this specific project is to understand how cells can generate the formation of two 
different actin networks within a common pool of components. The candidate will have to identify and characterize the 
involved molecular players, using molecular imaging and modeling. 

We are looking for PhD candidates with a background in physics, chemistry and/or biology, and interested in applying 
this knowledge to answer some fundamental biological questions. Candidates should be creative while being highly 
rigorous. The capacity to provide a comprehensive and synthetic description of ongoing work will be required. The 
host institution is international, so speaking French is not required. 

General information about the LabEx PhD program: https://labexinform.wordpress.com/2014-phd-program/ 
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Documents needed to apply: 
  

- Cover letter (Indicate your main scientific interests and achievements, explain how you think your background fits 
with interdisciplinary program and specify how you can contribute to the project) 
- Detailed Resume  	  


